PEDIATRIC OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST/BABYSITTER
NEEDED MONDAY-FRIDAY PART TIME

Family in need of a part time (about 10hrs per week) OT to work with my 7 year old daughter after school for approximately one hour. Perfect candidate will be able to pick her up in carpool at school at 2:30pm and take her to a quiet place to work on fun weekly exercises prescribed by her weekly therapist. You will also be working out of the “Fine Motor Olympics” handbook as well as the “Let’s Do It Write” workbook. Creating your own curriculum to make it fun and interesting for her is definitely welcomed! Elementary school is located in Buckhead and home is in Sandy Springs (ITP). Please call me if you are interested. Please be able to provide references and preferred hourly rate. Clean driving record is a must. Non-smoker is a must. A background check will also be performed. Looking forward to hearing from you!

Audrey Brazier
Audreybrazier1@gmail.com
561-699-9095